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Population health intelligence

Our challenge is to build a unified intelligence function that is neither insane nor 

stupid! All roads lead to a decision or behaviour change



Data driven decisions: core components
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Sweating the assets: Analytical resource

Population health intelligence

Decision support and 

knowledge 

mobilization

Exploratory data 

analysis and 

programming

Are we at a crossroads?

• Cannot afford to be all 

things to all people

• Maximising transferable 

skills in the system

• Maximising transferable 

capacity in the system

• Setting clear career paths; 

framework for development

• Understanding where and 

how to deploy specialist 

knowledge



Laying the foundations: data/information

• Big data; new sources, new formats

• Changes to Architecture and IG - cloud

• Opportunities of new technology for data transformation

• Embracing automation

• Managing the risks of automation – data integrity and quality

The new world of ‘Data Science’ – Managing your Munging



I need an oozie to link my Pig 
and my Hive

Fork me on GitHub
Can you data wrangle with a 

Panda? 

Say what?! 



This slide is already out of date! 

7 Health economics



Deciphering the jargon!

8 Health economics



Automating data analysis – Example HAY

9 Health economics

Approx 1.8 million rows

Python used to merge 

daily .csv files

Pandas used to 

analyse dataframes –

lightning quick to 

organise data in to 

groups, such as age, 

alcohol consumption, 

smoking status

Win32com acts as a 

bridge between Python 

and MS Office tools 

(Excel and Powerpoint)

Result – repeatable, 

high quality 



New insight? Clustering of local 

authorities in health profiles – what do 

they tell us?
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Tom Ewing

Data Science
Public consultations

David Pavitt



Basic stats and word counts



Sentiment
Across the 

different 

consultation 

questions



Sentiment
Word cloud v2.0



Relationships 

between 

words



Topic modelling



Topic modelling - clustering and visualisation



Topic modelling - similarity, machine learning?



SOLACE REPORT: The Role of Evidence in Local Government Decision 

Making

* Evidence is “data in context” – context being established by a hypothesis or belief 

Mobilising our knowledge: intelligence to decision



Models for a system or place-based approach?

Population hub:

Shared investment

Consultancy

Digital platform



How do we get people to act on our intel?

Spend time with your ‘audience’ 

Breckon and 

Dodson model


